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MOISTURE RELATIONS OF PEACH B U D S DURING
WINTER A N D SPRING.

By EARL8. JOHNSTON.

niancy. The constant b varies with the variety and at
the same time seems to reflect rainfall conditions during
the preceding June, July, August, and September.

[Author’s abstract.]

The moisture index is a term applied to the uotient
obtained b dividin the moisture content o peach
fruit buds y their ry weight. It is thus the ratio of
moisture content to dry weight, or the Rmount of moisture per unit of dr matter.
The moisture iniices of three peach varities studied in
the year 1931-22 show low winter values with increasingly
high spring values. These values throu liout most of
the winter and spring are highest for the ate Crawford,
lowest for the Greensboro, and intermediate for the
Elberta variety. This index seems to be correlated m-ith
bud hardiness in these three varities; the higher the index
the less hardy the variety.
An apparent correlation was indicated between the
moisture index in spring and the temperature of incipient
ice formation withm the buds when artificially cooled in
the laboratory.
Fruit buds were found to depend directly on the roots
of-the trees for their moisture in early autumn, while in
midwinter water in the tree served as an acle uate source.
The rate of increase in the moisture index a ter January
1 was found to vary on five different, years as the sum of
the effective daily mean temperatures above 43’ F.
Although the factor of proportionality is a constant for
any one year! it may vary for different years. Certain
conditioning mfluences, such as the aniount and distribution of rainfall, that are operative during or preceding
dormancy apparently “predetermine ” the exact relationship between air temperature and the moisture index of
the buds for the eriod following dorniancy.
The relation !
I etween the moisture index and the
effective temperatures is expressed as a straight line
equation, y = a + b x . The constant a is of little significance, but seems to be related to rainfall during dor-
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T H E MARINE OBSERVER.

Under t,he above title t.he British Meteorological Office
has recently issued the first number of a magazine devoted
t.o marine meteorology and published especially in the
interests of t,he observers who coo erate with that office
by furnishing meteorological and ?
ydrographical
l
obserrittions made at sea.
The functions of the new publicat,ion are described aa
follows : To proyide information useful to navigation
concerning winds, weather, climate, current.s, derelicts,
and ice; to stimulate interest in observation and the
practice of meteorology nt sea; to promote the use of
wireless weather report<ing for shipping; to provide a
means whereby mariners map give their esperience to
ot,hers: and to foster tho traditions of marine meteorolog!: upon international lines.” The new ublication
will in a messure take the lace of trhewell an favorably
known Brit.ish h1ont.hl.v . eteorological Charts, the eriodical ublic.ftt,ionof which has been discontinued. €!ere
after t ese charts will be used only to ortray the more
or less permanent nieteorologicd an hydrographical
features of the oc.eans.
In a “foreword” by Dr. G. C. Simpson, director of the
Meteorological Office, credit is ven to Capt. L. A.
ent, for suggest’
Brooke Smith, marine superinten($
idea of the magazine and carrying the project mto e ect.
Doctor Simpson pays a araceful and well-merited tribute
to the cor s of marine ofkervers who have contributed so
much to t. e genmal knowledge of meteorologic,alscience.
There is a wealth of material in the initial number and
t,he typogmpphicd appearance is pleasing. Alto ether the
new- venture is one t,hat is sure to meet with &e hearty
a proval of all those interested in niarine meteorology.I?
G. T.
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The following have been selected from among the
titles of books recently received as representing. tliose
most likely to be useful to Weat.hor Bureau officials 111
their meteorological work and studies:
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antea excussus. Parisiis. 1540. 25 p. 96 cm.
Arne11 H.Wilh.
Vkgetationens hrliga utvecklingsghng i Svesland. Stockholm. 1923. 79 p. 32 cm. (Meddelanden frHn statens
met.-hydrog. anstalt. Bd. 2, n:o. 1.)
Bertholon de Saint-Lazare.
De 1’6lectricit6 des m6t6ores. . . v. 1-2. Lyon. 1787.
2 v. plates. 20 cm.
Besson, Louis.
AperGu historique sur la classification des nuages. Paris.
1923. 20 p. 31 cm. (Memorial de I’Office nat. m6t. de
fiance. Ire ann6e. no. 2.)
Dochemens, Marc.
Btude du vent B Jersey (dens la Macnhe). Vingt annkes
d’observations (1895-1914) A I’Observatoire Saint-Louis.
Paris. 1923. 55 p. figs. 31 cm. (Memorial de 1’Office
nat. m&. de France. Ire snnb. no. 3.)
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Felleus, T. B.
Manuel de mbtBorologie, ou explicat,ion theorique et demonstrative des phBnonihes connus sous le nom de m6t6ores
. . . Paris. 1828. 382 p. plates. 13 cm.
France. Office national m€t6oroIogique.
Radioganimes m6tBorologiques d’int6ret g6nBral Binis par
les postes de T. S. F. de la France de 1’Afrique du Nord
franqaise et de la Syrie. Liste des Bmissivns et tableau
de dBchiffrement. ed. 2. Paris. 1923. 50 p. 24 cm.
Fromond, Libertus.
Meteorologicorum lihri sex. Antverpis. 1627. 420 p.
illus. 23 cm.
Garcaeus, Johann.
Meteorologia conscript& . . Addits sunt tabellse quse totam
meteororum doctrinam complectuntur.
. . Witebergre.
1568. 469 p. 16% cm.
Goutereau, [Charles].
Notice climatologique sur Toulouse. Paris. 1923. 15 p.
diagr. 31 cm. (Memorial de l’Office nat. m6t. de France.
Ireinnee. no. 4.j
Hector observatory.
Earthquakes in New Zealand [by George Hogben, rev. by J.
Henderson.] Wellington. 1923. 8 p. diagr. 25% em.
(Bulletin no. 51.)
Hennert, [Johann Friedrich.]
Trait&des thermom6tres. Ou il est par18 d’une nouvelle loix
de la chaleur, propre 21 mesurer la dilatation des liqueurs.
La Haye. 1758. xvi, 171 p. plate. 15% cm.
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